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In the digital age, the continuous increment of connected services and technologies has led
identity to become a critical aspect of online activities [1]. Indeed, we increasingly rely on
digital platforms for communication, commerce, and other activities. Therefore the need for
secure and reliable methods for identifying people has become more important than ever [13].
To address this challenge, different identity management systems were developed to manage
digital identities and their interconnection [12]. However, those systems are often centralised
[2] and require the involvement of third parties that must be trusted [6]. Unfortunately, such
solutions can create security vulnerabilities like data breaches and identity fraud [3].

A promising alternative to traditional identity management systems is certainly Self-
Sovereign Identity (SSI). SSI is a decentralised identity model that provides individuals control
over their personal data and allows them to share this data securely and selectively with other
parties, without having to rely on a single central authority [4]. This is possible thanks to
blockchain, which is the underlying technology on which SSI systems are usually built on top of
[5]. This integration provides a secure and tamper-proof distributed ledger to store and manage
identity information [13]. To enable the information sharing, SSI relies on Verifiable Credentials
(VCs), which are digital representations about an individual, organisation, or thing and they
are issued by trusted parties and can be cryptographically verified [11].

Typical operations of SSI systems are related to the issuing and verification of VCs. These
operations are done by the actors that interact with an SSI system and can play three roles: a
holder who controls one or more VCs, an issuer who creates new VCs, and a verifier who
receives the credentials to be verified [9]. Another key aspect of SSI is the confidentiality of
interactions between actors, which is ensured by the Zero Knowledge Proof (ZKP) cryptographic
protocol, allowing the holder to prove the validity of a statement to an issuer without sharing
the underlying information [7]. ZKP enhances user privacy while maintaining the necessary
institutional trust for the correctness of digital interactions and represents one of the key benefits
of SSI.

While the concept of SSI is relatively new, there has been growing interest in the development
of SSI systems and applications. Indeed, building SSI systems can be complex and challenging,
particularly for non-expert users that have to learn different concepts and technologies, founding
a barrier to its development [8]. For this reason, to simplify the development process, there is a
need to integrate a low-code strategy that would make the development process more accessible
to a wider range of developers, enabling the creation of SSI systems.

In this work, we propose ChorSSI, a model-driven framework supporting the creation and
execution of an SSI system. To support the design, we use the BPMN choreography diagrams.
These models enable the representation of the interactions between different and distributed
parties that collaborate to reach a common goal from a high-level perspective, without the need
of exposing their internal behaviours. Indeed, a choreography diagram only needs to define the
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message exchange between the participants of a system, determining the overall execution flow
[10].

In our proposal, each step defined in the choreography model is connected to an SSI-specific
operation, directly matching the actors responsible for concluding a certain task. This approach
enables users to design and develop typical scenarios using SSI operations in a black-box ap-
proach, allowing them to better focus on the complexity of the real-world use cases rather than
the underlying technology.

The first phase of ChorSSI is the Initialisation, which creates the necessary infrastruc-
ture and components such as the public ledger, agents and the user application for interaction.
During the Modelling phase, the choreography representing the SSI system and the commu-
nication among parties is designed. This model is then taken in input during the Generation
phase to create the (i) connections among agents (through endpoints referral) and (ii) the tem-
plates for issuing and verification of credentials. Once the software infrastructure is generated,
the last phase concerns the Running one in which the involved parties can execute the different
operations according to the starting choreography which provides a graphic interface enforcing
also the correct flow. During this phase, each user can perform each specific SSI action by
interacting with the model that automatically invokes the previously generated code.
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